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Smart city is a city which is designed to meet the people’s demands. In addition to use of sources efficiently, trends of people are
also a need that smart city should meet. Buying personalized products in a cheap and fast way is a demand of people of today. Mass
customization, which is defined as the personalization of products, achieves making the tailor-made products cheaper. In this study,
we propose a new approach for mass customization with the integration of smart retail and smart production. With removing the
operators and actualizing the progress autonomously, it is aimed to reduce the waiting time of customers. Because less waiting time
means that there are more mass-customization customers, and this is expected to increase the popularity of mass customization.
Thus, reducing wastes and increasing productivity are aimed. This study also constitutes the infrastructure that enables a production
system to autonomously perform all stages from order to delivery. With the given scenarios, challenges and advantages of desired
approach are discussed.

1. Introduction
Smart city is relatively new and developing concept among
the other city concepts such as talented city, wired city, and
ecocity. Because it contains a part of other city concepts,
smart city is a wide concept [1]. That is why it is possible
to encounter various smart city projects in different types
and fields, and it is difficult to make a specific smart city
definition [2]. In general, the smart city is a city equipped with
methods which are developed to meet increasing population
needs more effectively and efficiently [3]. The world has
become a very crowded place with an increase in population,
so crowded countries such as China have developed some
measures for population limitation. The management of city
resources that remain constant or limited over the growing
population has become very important. These resources not
only are natural sources such as air, energy, and terrain but
also are human-generated sources such as roads, parking
areas, and buildings. Furthermore, the needs do not always
arise from the necessity; the things that people desire are also
a need. So, smart city should meet the demands of people.
Minimizing human factor and making work easy are among

the main subjects and needs of humanity since the first era.
Technology has evolved in this way.
When we look at the development of industry, the first
three stages of industrial revolution have actualized by using
steam-powered machines, electricity-powered machines, and
programmable microprocessors in manufacturing, respectively. Today, 4th industrial revolution which is named Industry 4.0 is actualizing using cyberphysical systems (CPS) in
Industry [4]. Industry is a part of city and there are common
interests between Industry 4.0 and smart city concepts. They
both aim to minimize human interaction and the energy
consumption. Industry 4.0, which aims at totally man-free
production, is more energy efficient and more manageable
[5]. Common interests of smart city concepts and Industry
4.0 benefits are shown in Figure 1.
In the preindustrial era, the production type was tailormade productions done by skilled craftsmen, which is called
craft production. While the industrial revolution and production lines bring together one type of mass production,
such special productions continue to exist. However, craft
production is not a widely preferred method because the
prices are visibly different. A faster and cheaper production
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model that can produce limited-count different variations of
a product, which is called lean production, is introduced after
mass production [5]. According to this method transport,
inventory, motion, waiting, overprocessing, overproduction,
and defects (TIMWOOD) are main sources of wastes in
manufacturing and they should be handled for more effective
manufacturing. Later, producing customer special products
at a cheaper price in the factory environment to meet the
customer’s needs reveals the concept of mass customization.
In summary, after the industrial revolution, mass production,
which can produce one type of production, lean production,
which enables producing predefined product types with
some adjustments on the system within minutes, and mass
customization, which is actualized upon the demand of the
customers, were brought out. Although it seems impossible
to customize production with production bands, it is possible
to achieve this with 4 factors. These key factors which make
mass customization easy are as follows:
(i) Flexibility
(ii) Connectivity
(iii) Modularity
(iv) Organization
A CPS infrastructure ensures the key factors which are
required for mass customization such as flexibility, modularity, and Internet. Furthermore, because it is possible to
fix the system with an intervention to the cloud and to
check the data in the system, CPS is superior in terms of
integration with other systems. So, in order to achieve mass
customization, using CPS and Industry 4.0 is a suitable
way. Cyberphysical systems consist of three main layers.
These are cyber, physical, and communication layers. As
the name implies, the physical layer contains sensors that
measure physical environment values and actuators that
are in contact with the physical environment. In the cyber
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Figure 3: The block diagram about actualizing of mass customization.

layer, the data coming from the physical environment are
processed and necessary algorithms are created to produce
appropriate behavior. Computational operations take place in
the cyber layer. The communication layer is responsible for
transferring the data from the physical layer to the cyber layer
and transferring the commands from the cyber layer to the
physical layer. Basic structure of CPS is given in Figure 2.
Mass customization, which forms a part of this study,
can be actualized in 3 ways. The first one is the make-tostock method in which a product is manufactured uniformly;
then the user can customize the product according to his/her
needs. The second one is the assemble-to-order method that
is achieved by combining the product’s previously produced
modules in line in accordance with the customer’s request.
The last one is the make-to-order method in which the
production starts upon customer order. Mass customization
allows the production of special products at low cost in
terms of color, function, feature, or style. Since the tailormade production requires to carry out the production on
order, it removes the problems such as stockpiling, opening
a store, or surplus stocks. Because of profitable in terms of
customers and producers, it is one of the big trends of today’s
manufacturing. For these reasons, it is being implemented
successfully by the pioneer companies such as Nike, Dell, and
Mymuesli. It is also seen possible making special medicine
at production line for each patient in near future. A block
diagram representing actualizing of mass customization is
given in Figure 3.
Although mass customization has advantages, the supply
time is also increased compared to the normal products
and this partly reduces its attractiveness. For being useful,
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essentially a customized product should not cost twice or
triple the price of a mass-produced item, and it should not
take twice as long to receive the customized product either.
People of today demand minimizing human interaction,
buying tailor-made productions in a cheap way, and actualizing things faster. In this paper a new mass-customization
approach is proposed in order to meet the demands of era.
The main aim of this study is making the time shorter
from order to delivery by minimizing human interaction for
mass-customized products. Most of the procurement period
goes through the processing of the received order and the
adjustment of the configurations. In this study, a method
has been proposed to shorten the CPS-based supply period,
including smart trade, which is part of Industry 4.0 and Smart
City, for mass customization. Cyberphysical systems are an
infrastructure that removes the necessity of microcontrollers
to be at physical components with the development of
Internet technologies. As they are more advantageous than
classical embedded systems in terms of flexibility, reliability,
and controllability, classical embedded systems have begun to
be changed with cyberphysical systems [9].

2. Materials and Methods
Buying tailor-made products in a cheap and fast way is a
demand of today’s people. Cheaper tailor-made products
can be produced thanks to the mass customization. This
paper aims at reducing the duration of supply of mass
customization. Most of the time spent for production is
caused by human factor. We proposed an approach that
removes the operators between order and production events
in order to make the process faster. Internet-aided order-toproduction steps and operators that coordinate order and
production steps are shown in Figure 4.
Today, you can perform bank transactions, pay bills,
and buy something thanks to the Internet and technology.
The Internet removes the need of human factor. Therefore,
the scenario is built on online shopping. According to the
scenario, user is able to customize his/her production via
the Internet as such in current applications. After specialization of his/her product, autocalculated price is offered to
customer. If he/she agrees, then payment and order processes

are started. When the order delivers to system, it is verified
automatically by the application at server, and then it is
posted to subsystem which coordinates the totally man-free
production aimed factory. So, the operators that coordinate
these two systems are removed.
Removing the coordination unit from the system has
some challenges. For example, when the coordination is
actualized by humans, they can verify that their message is
sent successfully. But machines need some more effort to do
it. Some precautions should be taken to prevent data loss.
Hence, the two subsystems should handshake to confirm that
the order is delivered to other system. Basically, the progress
of order is as follows. The system takes the order and adds it
to process queue. Taking order and adding it to process queue
is actualized in one transaction in order to prevent data loss.
So, when the order is added to process queue, order status
on server, which user can access, is updated. An approximate
production date according to queue status is also sent to the
server. Any change on production status triggers the server to
update; hereby customer can track his/her production status
real-time. Furthermore, with use of the process queue, it is
possible to give priority to customers who pay more for a
faster supply. This method can bring new ways of earning for
companies. The basic block diagram of the approach is given
in Figure 5.
Figure 5 shows a basic diagram of progress. Dotted
squares represent the two different stages which are smart
city and Industry 4.0 production environment. The task of
order server, which is between smart city and Industry 4.0
environment, is receiving the customized orders through
Internet and transfers them to Industry 4.0 environment
safely. Diverging the stages makes the system secure, but it
brings also synchrony problems together. If any exception
occurred in any step, system marks the process as uncompleted, and uncompleted processes are triggered by system
at certain intervals. Thus, the system works as a whole and
order losses are prevented. In the factory environment, which
is dotted rectangle at right in Figure 5, production process is
actualized by CPS infrastructure. So, the adjustments for each
special product are made by simple changes on software in
cyber layer. According to CPS, the data which are obtained
by sensors in physical layer are sent to computational tools in
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cyber layer thanks to communication technologies. The cyber
layer makes the calculations according to the customer order
and the sensor data to produce appropriate commands for
machines in physical layer. After the production of product,
it is shipped by autonomous vehicles, which is a study
field of smart city [10, 11]. Hereby, the production process
from ordering to shipping can be done without any human
interaction. For a better understanding of the method, let us
consider a firm that produces fruity crispy. For example, there
can be raspberries, strawberries, apples, grapes, and chocolate
in crispy. Customer is able to determine the amount of fruit
and oats. Figure 6 shows the ordering and taking into the
request. The request is sent to CPS main processor.
Because of their real-time communication skills, the
product is ready to be produced immediately after the order.
In CPS structure, the main processor configures the production platform according to orders. For example, consider that
there are more than 6 orders in queue. An example situation
is given by Figure 7. M0 to M7 are actuators which actualize
the given movement. M0 is for rotation of the production line,
M7 is for packaging, and M1–M6 are for setting the amount of

fruits. The main computer has the information of all orders to
be produced. So, it decides to work of actuator. For example,
at the current time shown in Figure 7, 𝑛 + 3th product needs
50-grams apple, and 𝑛 +1th product does not need chocolate.
So, while M6 is not activated, M4 is made active for some
time. If all actuators done their work, then M0 works and the
next configuration for production is loaded.
Without the operators, the production is realized. But,
such a system brings main two questions, the first one is
that how secure is it to connect the factory to Internet; and
the second one is that in which cases running the factory
is logical, because security and effective task scheduling are
crucial for any large system [12].
First, establishing such a system may seem insecure,
because when we connect our factory to Internet it becomes
vulnerable to attacks from the Internet. An example of this
occurred in October 21, 2016, as IOT devices were hacked [13].
There are studies that reduce the effect of such problem in
literature [14]. But in fact, there is no real connection between
user and the facility network directly in this paper. Customers
can access the server which they can make orders and the
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server sends the order only when the order is completed.
So, separating the systems which serves customers and the
systems which organize the facility makes the system reliable
for Internet attacks such as DDOS (distributed denial of
service) [15]. The same is true for the customer.
The second problem is working the machines in factory
for just a one order or a few orders. Put machines in action
may require more energy and starting and stopping them
often may cause much more cost. So, when machines are
working, the new order is taken to process queue, and when
the machines are stopped the new order is taken to waiting
queue. If the order is taken while machines are in action,
it means that the product will be produced soon. But if the
machines are resting, it means that the order should wait for
a while for achieving fulfilled condition. A block diagram for
new order status is given in Figure 8.
The fulfilled condition depends on the following:
(i) Total waiting order count
(ii) Total waiting time of customers
(iii) The min amount of order for efficient working of
machines
(iv) The rate of importance of customer happiness to
importance of profit for companies
An algorithm to decide whether running the factory is
logical or not can be created with considering the factors
above. If the algorithm says it is logical then the machines,
which are stopping, are starting to work. The adjustment of
the production elements in the factory to the order received
will be done in a completely autonomous manner. With
integration of assistive technologies, system can also be used
by disabled people easily [16]. Using CPS structure makes the
system flexible and it also makes the system developable.

New order

Are machines
working?
Yes

Take to process
queue

No
Take to waiting
queue
Is condition
fulfilled?

Production
process

Yes
Take the waiting
orders to process queue

Start the
machines

Figure 8: Add new order to queue according to machines status.

3. Results and Discussion
Most of the firms estimate their sales and make stock, and
they can incur losses due to the overstock. Mass customization, whose production is started after the order, is a new
way of manufacturing. Mass customization not only is helpful
with firms but also provides personal products to customer.
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So, it is a production method based on win-win relationship.
But the extra waiting time for buying personalized product is
the biggest problem in front of the mass customization. It is
the fact that machines are much faster in specific areas, they
programmed. And they are prone to make less mistakes. So,
human interaction is a factor which must be minimized in
order to achieve faster and more accurate works. Therefore,
in this study, we aimed to remove the operators between the
order and production steps.
Smart city aims to achieve strong city characteristics
such as economy and culture, with more efficient use of the
physical infrastructure by using cybercomputations such as
artificial intelligence and data analytics [18]. On the other
hand, electronic platforms, which are also used for making
people more active in choices about city and even country, are
utilized in smart city concept [19]. Using such platforms not
only make the people life easier but also provide us with data
to analyze other components of smart city. So, we use Internet
and mobile platforms to taking orders. With the electronically
gathered information, some estimates can be done to make
the production process more efficient. Furthermore, the
information can be used for learning algorithms and selfmodified systems can be achieved [20].
Using Internet and connecting the two different parts
make the system faster. Minimizing the human factor makes
the system smarter. For example, one of the firms which
use smart manufacturing systems is Bolefloor [8]. Bolefloor
Company achieved the production of mass customization
based novel wooden design products in flexible way. They
aim to save raw materials which are cropped while trying to
make the floorboards rectangular, and they produce curved
shaped floorboards instead of rectangular thanks to the
technology they used. A sample floorboard and the raw
materials for producing them are given in Figures 9(a) and
9(b), respectively. The visual image of the floorboards with
curved edges is given by Figure 9(c).
While the floorboards have to be cropped straight shaped
to fit each other in mass production, mass customization has
removed this obligation. As seen by Figure 9, raw materials
should be cropped to obtain rectangular floorboards. After

the cropping process, the cropped raw materials, which is
shown by the area of between green and dotted lines in
Figure 9(b), turn into trash.
Producing mass-customized floors is more complex than
producing rectangular floors because it is hard to assemble
nonstraight edged shapes. In order to find the optimal
solutions, application software and hardware should work in
a harmony. Such a system depends on the similar characteristics with CPS. The block diagram of the process of masscustomized floorboard production is given by Figure 10. The
figure shows us that the components of system, both 3rd part
software and hardware, work in a tight interaction.
Mass customization is used in manufacturing such as
vehicles, mobile devices, clothes, and footwear. It also can be
used in eyeglass manufacturing. Eyeglass frames are shaped
by warping the materials by machines at same ratio, so the
products are limited to few models. Warping process of a
frame raw material is given in Figure 11.
But with warping the raw material at different ratios,
much more eyeglass models can be produced. With considering a factory which has machines that can produce eyeglass
frames with different size, color, shape, and customized text
and package, people are able to customize their products
through the Internet and the users are supported by order
customization applications to make designs suitable to produce. A sample system is given in Figure 12.
The machines in Figure 12 are set up to suit the CPS
infrastructure and they can be controlled easily by the
main computer in cyber layer. Main computer sends the
information of what they do to machines, and machines act
according to this information. The new orders which users
make are added to order queue in main computer. If the
factory is working or the working condition is satisfied, the
orders are being produced. If the machines are stopped and
the orders in queue do not maintain the working criteria,
then the orders wait until the working criteria are satisfied.
Working and resting time of facility can be controlled easily
in cyber layer. The orders which will be produced are being
processed according to algorithms, so, for example, if a
person pays more for faster delivery, a priority may be given
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to his/her process. And, this may provide extra revenues for
firms.
Lanyman is a German mass-customized keychain company. Their prices and shipping times are given in Table 1. A
person in Germany must pay 8.90€ to buy a personalized keychain. This is not problem for customers, because standard
keychains are at similar prices. But the waiting time may be
deterrent factor. While a person buys standard keychain at

markets immediately, he/she must wait at least 5 days to get
customized one. Considering the shipment time is about 23 days, the product needs 3–5 days to be produced. It is too
much and probably more time is spent on operators [17]. If
we remove them, we can produce the product much earlier.
Considering there are 1000 orders and an order is produced
in 30 seconds, so 30000 seconds is needed to produce all
orders. It is about 8.5 hours, and it means the orders are
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Table 1: lanyman.com shipping and handling conditions [17].

Country
Bulgaria
Germany
Denmark
Finland

Cost (€)
9.65
4.60
8.60
24.70

produced in shorter than one day. Shipments are done at the
end of the day, so an order needs about 1 day to be produced.
When we compare it with the current method, the proposed
approach is 60–80% faster. The other companies may not wait
for production so much as this. So the gain changes from case
to case.
Machines in a factory work according to pipeline method.
So when a machine working on one product, another
machine works on probably another product. This makes the
system responsible for managing all machines simultaneously
one by one. For example, in our sample, when raw material
is selected for 𝑛th order, shaping operation is working for
𝑛 + 1th order. At the end of the production line, order
is produced and packaged and is ready to ship. Because
we know each product’s identical information, the location
where the produced order will be shipped is also known.
So the production can be shipped easily by the autonomy
shipping vehicles which are a part of smart city. There
is autonomy shipping system with drones for near places,
within about 30 minutes, but it is seen possible for far places
thanks to autonomy transport in near future.

4. Conclusions
Mass customization is one of the preferred production
models today because of its structure which makes possible
to produce specialized products with low cost. However,
because of its order-to-product architecture, it needs more
time for delivery than mass-production model. The time for
ordering, manufacturing, and shipping and the time between
the steps reduce mass customization’s appeal. This paper
presented an approach which reduces the elapsed time with
integration of these steps in a secure way. For this aim, cyber
city components and Industry 4.0 are combined in cyberphysical system infrastructure, so that the order, production,
and delivery steps can be performed automatically and faster.
The problems occurred when trying to integrate the two
different terms, such that security and efficiency are handled.
An order server, which takes order from customers and
transfer it to factory environment when completed, is used
as middle layer between smart city and Industry 4.0 layers. It
makes the system more secure against Internet attacks. As it is
not efficient way to make the machines working in factory for
a few orders, they should be started according to an algorithm
that optimizes the parameters.
Speeding up the process of mass customization makes
it more appealing and more preferable for customers. Producers will take into account the demands of customers
inevitably. And the count of factories using Industry 4.0,
which is more energy efficient, will increase. This contribute

Waiting time (day)
9–12
5–7
7–9
10–13

energy saving and will have an additive positive effect to
economy and ecosystem also.
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